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Eric du Bellay: The importance
of Art (during Coronavirus)
I am a French script writer and filmmaker and I stayed two weeks at AARK,
Archipelago Art Residency in Korpo. I needed time to write and think, away
from my family and routines in Paris. It worked very well. I had the feeling I was
in that beautiful Julio Medem’s film: « Lovers of the Arctic Circle » (1998 Spanish
movie partly shot in Finland that I recommend to watch). It was all so quiet
here...
In my time in Korpo I meet very good and interesting people : Renja and
Benkku, Antonia and Johanna in their Open Studio day, Aaron and his Listening
Club at Nestor Hotel, William, Einar who took us for drinks at Hjalmar’s, Sara,
Peter the postman, and helpful people in Korpo shop. By the end of this week,
Coronavirus arrived and hit hard. Everyone got scared. Even the « Robin hood »
play was cancelled. In France, schools, shops, restaurants, are now closed. I am
flying back to my family tonight and will stay at home, waiting.

I am not a doctor, I don’t save lives, but I contribute,
somehow, to make life better for people, telling them stories.

It got me wondering about my art. Can art save the world? Can art save people as
medicine does? I believe it can. I am not a doctor, I don’t save lives, but I
contribute, somehow, to make life better for people, telling them stories. In my
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opinion, films, TV shows, painting, music, poetry, visual arts, are the best
antidepressant there is. There is so much to feel, to learn, to share; all human life
experience is represented in art. Yesterday, we, the three artists in AARK, Justina
Vilčinskaitė and Dovilé Aleksandraviciute, decided to do a little artistic
happening. It was not much but it was a way to resist the current anxiety induced
by this crisis. We went at night to the barefoot path (thank you Sandra Nyberg
for this wonderful initiative) with a wooden fire torch that I made. We walked
under bright beautiful stars only with the light given by the torch. Every artwork
seen in the path in daytime had suddenly a new meaning, a new perspective. It
was a very special moment. I even sang a boy scout song from my childhood.
I am going home now, with a lot of positive energy, beautiful images from
Korpo and its archipelago, and a great contact with its inhabitants. Keep
on like this: welcome artists into your island and lives. Watch films, and after this
crisis, go to theatre, go to concerts, meet and talk to people you don’t know. Art,
beauty, is a bridge that can be found everywhere. Strange weeks are ahead of us. I
wish you good health and patience.
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